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ABSTRACT 
 

This study concerns the information transmission between Chinese A and B 
share classes, and the discount effect of B shares. We first examine the short-
run dynamic transmission of information flow between A and B shares using a 
bivariate GARCH framework that jointly models the first and second moment of 
stock returns from both share classes. We find that there are significant positive 
return transmissions and volatility spillovers across Chinese A and B shares, 
and that the information flow transmissions from B to A shares are stronger 
than the transmissions from A to B shares. However, empirical results show 
that cross-market volatility spillover effects are still much weaker than the A B 
share own-market volatility spillover effects, suggesting that A and B share 
prices may be driven by different underlying forces. We then formulate an 
empirical model to investigate the financial determinants of long-term foreign B 
share price discount. Our results show a significant negative relationship 
between B share percentage price discount and company annual earnings, 
suggesting that foreign investors tend to react more strongly to weakness in the 
listed company’s ability to generate earnings. Company ownership structure 
and capital structure are also found to have significant relationship with the B 
share price discount.   
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I.     INTRODUCTION 
 
As part of its continuing efforts to develop a socialist market economy, China 
opened the Shanghai Stock Exchange (SHSE) in December 1990 and the 
Shenzhen Stock Exchange (SZSE) in July 1991. Both exchanges operate in a 
continuous auction environment with computerized matching system, and 
stocks are prohibited from cross listing on both exchanges. Upon approval by 
the State, Chinese companies can issue two types of shares at SHSE or SZSE 
to raise equity capital: "A" shares are owned and traded by Chinese domestic 
investors, and "B" shares are owned and traded by foreign investors in US 
dollars at SHSE or HK dollars at SZSE1. Serious market fragmentation is a 
distinct feature of the emerging Chinese equity market, although in principle, 
creating a hierarchy of share classes goes against the equality of ownership 
within a corporation.   

In recent years, the segmentation of the Chinese stock markets has 
attracted a great deal of research interests from financial economists. Most of 
the research effort so far has focused on the linkage and interactions of A and 
B share markets in terms of the conditional first moment of the distribution of 
returns. For example, Chui and Kwok (1998) applied a Simultaneous Equation 
framework to examine the mean transmission between A and B share returns, 
and found that first moment return transmissions exist from B share to A share 
and, to a lesser extent, from A share to B share. These studies ignored, 
however, the heterogeneity of security returns and the cross-market spillover of 
A and B share return volatilities (second moment transmission).  

From a market microstructure perspective, price movement depends on 
the arrival of new information and the process that incorporates this information 
into market prices2. During the trading period, informed traders may arrive at 
each market with private information regarding the value of financial assets. 
The arrival of new private information thus induces a sequence of trades that 
reveal the pricing implication of the latent information. Therefore, the 
information content of price is reflected in both the first and the second 
conditional moments of stock returns (conditional mean and conditional 
variance). In this study, we examine the short-run dynamic information 
transmission between the Chinese A and B share markets using a Bivariate 
Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (GARCH) 
framework, which simultaneously models the return transmission and volatility 
spillover across the two markets. 

Multivariate GARCH models allow for interaction effects within the 
conditional mean and conditional variance of two or more time series.  
Theodossiou and Lee (1993), Karolyi (1995), and Kearney and Patton (2000), 
among others, use the Multivariare GARCH model to study the return and 
volatility spillover across equity markets and currency markets. These studies 
provide valuable insight into the mechanism through which stock market 
movements are transmitted across various markets. By applying the 
Multivariate GARCH to the Chinese A and B share markets, we explicitly model 
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the return and volatility interactions between these two markets in an integrated 
framework. This allows us to gain a better understanding of the dynamic 
information transmission and price discovery mechanism between the Chinese 
A and B share markets. It also has important implications for pricing, for 
evaluating trading strategies, and for formulating regulatory policies in the 
Chinese A and B share markets. We find that there are significantly positive 
return (first moment) and volatility (second moment) interactions between A and 
B shares, and that the mean and variance spillovers from B to A shares are 
stronger than that from A to B shares. On the other hand, empirical results 
show that A B share cross-market volatility spillover effects are still much 
weaker than the A B share own-market volatility spillover effects, suggesting 
that A and B share prices may be driven by different underlying forces. This is 
also consistent with Fung, Lee and Leung (2000), who used a latent variable 
asset pricing model to show that A and B share markets are segmented.  

In principle, shares issued by the same company should have the same 
rights, same dividends and same valuations. Investors should require the same 
return on these shares and hence, price these shares at the same level.  
However, Chinese B shares are traded at deep discount to A shares issued by 
the same company. One obvious factor that might have contributed to the 
foreign share discount is ownership restrictions: A shares can only be traded 
among domestic investors while B shares can only be traded among foreign 
investors. These ownership restrictions lead to different supply and demand 
equilibrium for Chinese A and B shares. Su (1999) developed and tested a one-
period Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) with ownership restrictions to 
explain the excess return between A and B shares. He demonstrated that the 
difference between A and B share returns is related to difference between A 
and B share betas (systematic market risk) resulted from market segmentation.   

While A share investors (Chinese domestic residents) are likely to be 
more sensitive to government interventions and policy factors, B share 
investors (foreign investors) may be more sensitive to the listed company’s 
fundamental financial strength. We hypothesize that the degree of B share 
price discount may be negatively related to the listed company’s financial 
strength. Our results show a significant negative relationship between B share 
percentage price discount and company earnings, suggesting that foreign 
investors tend to react more strongly to weakness in the listed company’s ability 
to generate earnings. This observed significant negative relationship between 
earnings and B share percentage price discount may be explained by 
difference in accounting standards, difference in perception of Chinese stock 
markets’ political and policy risks, and the resulted difference in sensitivity to 
company’s current ability to generate earnings. Our empirical results further 
indicate that capital structure and ownership structure have explanatory power 
for the percentage B share discount even after considering the earnings effect.  
Higher financial leverage, lower State ownership, and lower percentage of 
outstanding shares in B shares, are associated with lower B share percentage 
price discount. The ownership structure has significant impact on corporate 
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controls and managerial decisions, and hence affects B share percentage price 
discount. Dividend payout ratio and B share relative liquidity ratio, however, do 
not have significant relationship with the B share percentage price discount. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we 
discuss the data and describe our sample. In Section 3, we describe the 
bivariate GARCH methodology and present the estimation results for the short-
term dynamic return transmission and volatility between the Chinese A and B 
share markets. Following this, we formulate and estimate an empirical model 
that examines the relationship between long-term foreign share discount and 
the listed company's fundamental financial strength in Section 4. Finally, we 
summarize our findings in Section 5. 

 
II.     DATA 

 
For Chinese A and B shares, daily time series of price and volume are obtained 
from the Great China database created by TEJ. Company profiles, annual 
earnings, dividends, and capital changes are also obtained from the Great 
China database. Our sample period starts from January 1994 to May 1999.  As 
of May 1999, there are more than 900 companies listed on SHSE and SZSE, 
and 80 of them issued both A shares and B shares.  Among these 80 Chinese 
A and B share pairs, only 30 pairs were issued before the end of 1993. Our 
sample includes these 30 companies that have listed their A and B shares 
before the start of 1994 and have complete price and volume time series from 
January 1994 to May 1999.   

Table 1 lists the profile and share structure of the thirty companies 
included in our sample. The established date in Table 1 indicates the date 
when the enterprise was first founded. The reorganized date refers to the date 
that the Chinese government allowed the State-owned enterprise to reorganize 
as a corporate limited company, and the listing date is the date that its stocks 
are first offered at the SHSE or SZSE. The purpose of converting State-owned 
enterprises to stock holding companies is to enhance the allocation efficiency of 
domestic capital, to attract foreign investments, and to improve the operational 
efficiency of State assets. In the Chinese shareholding system, there are capital 
contributions by the state or State-owned legal entities (State-owned shares), 
by the public (public shares) and by foreign investors (foreign shares). Table 1 
also presents the share structure (as of December 1998) of companies 
included in the sample. On average, 53% of the company shares are state 
shares, 16% are public shares and 31% are foreign shares. The Chinese 
socialist shareholding system preserves predominant state public ownership 
through this unique share structure. 

A shares are domestically listed Chinese shares including State-owned 
and public shares, while B shares are domestically listed foreign shares. State-
owned A shares3 are precluded from trading in stock exchanges and hence, 
only B shares and public A shares are outstanding in the market.  
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Table 2 describes the A and B share structure (as of December 1998), 
and daily average returns and share turnover ratios (from Jan 1994 to May 
1999). The share turnover ratio is computed as daily trading volume in shares 
over the company's outstanding shares. During the sample period, the cross-
sectional mean of daily return is 0.056% for A shares, and –0.024% for B 
shares. The liquidity of B shares is also significantly lower than that of A shares 
– the cross-sectional mean B share liquidity ratio is 89% below the A share 
liquidity ratio. On average, A shares have no trade in only 0.61% of the trading 
days, but the B share daily no-trade frequency is as high as 21%. Due to 
ownership restriction and other institutional and market differences, the A and B 
share classes seem to be quite heterogeneous in their pricing and liquidity. In 
the next two sessions, we examine the quality and quantity of the short-term 
information transmission across the two share classes, and formulate an 
empirical model to investigate the financial determinants of long-term foreign 
share price discount. 

 
III.     SHORT-RUN DYNAMICS OF RETURN TRANSMISSION AND 

VOLATILITY SPILLOVER 
 

To capture the dynamic behavior of cross-market information 
transmission between Chinese A and B shares, we carry out the analysis using 
a Bivariate Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity 
(GARCH) model for the sample period from January 1994 to May 1999. The 
ARCH (Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity) model by Engle (1982) 
imposed an autoregressive process on the conditional variance of a time 
series. Bollerslev (1986) further developed the GARCH (Generalized 
Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity) model by allowing the 
conditional variance to depend upon past squared residual of the process. In a 
GARCH (1,1), the autoregressive component captures the persistence in 
conditional variance of return, while the past squared residual component 
captures the information shocks to stock return. The GARCH model was 
subsequently extended to a multivariate framework. Numerous 
parameterizations of the conditional variance-covariance matrix Ht exist (see 
Engle and Kroner (1995)), including the Diagonal vector parameterization by 
Bollerslev, Engle and Woodridge (1988) and the BEKK parametrization by 
Baba, Engle, Kraft and Kroner (1990). The BEKK process is preferred because 
it guarantees by construction a positive definite conditional variance-covariance 
Ht matrix (see Engle and Kroner (1995) and Karolyi (1995)).   
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Table 2: Daily A and B share return and trading frequency 
Sample period: Jan 1994 – May 1999   
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In this study, the following bivariate GARCH model is posited for the joint 
process governing the A and B share return series using the BEKK 
parameterization: 

 
Conditional Mean Equation:  Rt = α + βRt-1 + εt                            (1) 

 
Conditional Variance Equation: Ht = CC + G'Ht-1G + A'εt-1ε't-1A             (2) 

 
where  Rt = [RA,t, RB,t]' is the returns of A and B shares at time t, 
           Rt-1 = [RA,t-1, RB,t-1]' is the past returns of A and B shares, 
           εt = [εA,t, εB,t]' is the residual (error) term for A and B share returns at 
 time   t, and εt is assumed to be from a bivariate normal distribution, 
           Ht is the conditional variance - covariance matrix of εt, with the diagonal 

terms σ2
A and σ2

B being the conditional error variance of A and B share 
returns. 

B

  
We jointly model the return transmission and volatility spillover between 

Chinese A and B share classes in a bivariate GARCH framework. This allows 
us to gain new insight into the dynamic information transmission and price 
discovery mechanism between the two share classes. It also has important 
implications for pricing, for evaluating trading strategies, and for formulating 
regulatory policies in the Chinese A and B share markets.  Parameter estimates 
of the bivariate GARCH model are presented in Table 3. To minimize the bias 
effects induced by non-synchronous trading, we construct three equally 
weighted portfolios: full sample portfolio in Panel A (including all 16 SHSE AB 
pairs and 14 SZSE AB pairs), Shanghai Stock Exchange portfolio in Panel B 
(including all 16 SHSE AB pairs), and Shenzhen Stock Exchange portfolio in 
Panel C (including all 14 SZSE AB pairs). 

For all three panels, the results for the conditional mean equations 
indicate significant positive return transmission from B shares to A shares, and 
to a lesser extent, from A shares to B shares. For the full sample presented in 
panel A, the return transmission coefficient from B share to A share is 0.1100, 
implying that positive returns in the B shares on one day cause positive returns 
in the A shares on the next trading day. The return transmission coefficient from 
A share to B share is 0.0550, implying that positive returns in the A shares on 
one day are followed by positive returns in the B shares. Our results imply that 
the mean spillover from B shares to A shares is stronger than that from A 
shares to B shares, which is consistent with Chui and Kwok (1998).  We also 
find that the own-market first-moment return autoregressive coefficients are 
relatively insignificant and negative for the A shares, but relatively significant 
and positive for the B shares. This suggests that the first moment of stock 
return is more persistent for the B shares than for the A shares, and that the 
return generating dynamics for the two shares might be heterogeneous.   

Empirical results from the conditional variance equations confirm the 
presence of significant heteroskedasticity and high volatility persistence in both 
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the A and B share stock returns. Significant own-volatility spillovers are present 
in both shares (the own volatility spillover coefficient is 0.2352 for the A shares 
and is 0.1665 for the B shares for the full sample presented in Panel A).   In 
addition, there are significant cross-market volatility spillovers between A and B 
shares, but the cross-market volatility spillovers are much weaker than their 
own-market volatility spillover (the cross-market volatility spillover coefficient 
from B share to A share is 0.0035 and from A share to B share is 0.0004).  Our 
results also indicate that the volatility spillovers from B to A shares are stronger 
than the spillovers from A to B share.    

Panel B (SHSE sample) and Panel C (SZSE sample) show similar 
patterns to Panel A (full sample) in the dynamics of return transmission and 
volatility spillover between Chinese A and B shares, but the cross-market 
spillover effects are much stronger for the SZSE sample than for the SHSE 
sample. This indicates that the Shenzhen Stock Exchange A and B share 
markets are less segmented than the Shanghai Stock Exchange A and B share 
markets.    

In summary, empirical results from the bivariate GARCH model provide 
new insight into the dynamics of information flow transmission between the 
Chinese A and B share classes. We find significant cross-market return 
transmissions (first moment interactions) and volatility spillovers (second 
moment interactions) between the two share classes. The first and second 
moment spillover parameter estimates indicate that information flow 
transmissions from B to A shares are stronger than the transmissions from A to 
B shares, which implies that B shares incorporate information (especially 
fundamental analysis) more quickly and more precisely than A shares, and as a 
result, A share investors may extract better quality information from the pricing 
implications of B shares. To a lesser extent, B share investors also extract 
information from A share prices, given that the A shares respond faster to 
certain news (such as Chinese government intervention policies). On the other 
hand, both Chinese A and B shares have strong return volatility persistence, 
and the own-market volatility persistence coefficients are much higher than the 
cross-market volatility spillover coefficients, indicating limited information 
transmission between the two markets. 

 
IV.      THE DETERMINANTS OF LONG TERM FOREIGN SHARE 

PRICE PERCENTAGE DISCOUNT 
 

In principle, shares issued by the same company should have the same rights, 
same dividends and same prices. Investors should require the same return on 
these shares and hence, price these shares at the same level. However, 
Chinese A shares can only be bought by Chinese domestic investors while B 
shares can only be bought by foreign investors. 
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Table 3: Bivariate GARCH model estimates 
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Table 4: Annual A and B share price, return and share turnover summary 
statistics by year (from 1994 to 1998) and exchange (shse and szse)1
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Table 5: Annual corporate earnings, dividends, share structure, and capital 
structure statistics by year (from 1994 to 1998) and exchange (shse and szse)1  
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  Table 4 presents the cross-sectional summary statistics of annual A and 
B share price, return and share turnover data from 1994 to 1998. At the end of 
1998, the cross-sectional mean DIST (B share percentage price discount)4 is 
75% at the Shanghai Stock Exchange, and 59% at the Shenzhen stock 
exchange. B shares are on average traded at 54% below A share in 1994 and 
87% below A shares in 1998. There appears to be a large foreign share price 
discount in the Chinese stock markets. In light of the limited information 
transmission and the large price difference between the domestic & foreign 
share classes in the Chinese stock markets, we further formulate an empirical 
model to capture the financial determinants of long-term foreign share discount. 
Are company’s fundamental financial variables important determinants of the 
degree of foreign share discount? 

Table 5 presents the cross-sectional summary statistics of annual 
corporate earnings, dividends, share structure and capital structure. Annual 
EPS (earning per share) and DPS (dividend per share) are both adjusted for 
company’s capital changes (such as rights offerings and stock dividends). The 
companies’ NI (Net Income), ROE (Return on Equity), and DivNI (Dividend 
payout ratio) are also described in the Table 5. In addition to these company 
cash flow measures, we also develop OUTB (percentage of B shares over the 
company’s total outstanding shares), STATE (percentage of State-owned 
shares over the company’s total shares), and DEBT (percentage of total debt 
over total assets) to reflect the companies’ share structure and capital structure. 

While A share investors (Chinese domestic residents) are likely to be 
more sensitive to government interventions and policy factors, B share 
investors (foreign investors) may be more sensitive to the listed company’s 
fundamental financial strength. We hypothesize that the degree of B share 
price discount may be related to the listed company’s earnings, dividends, 
ownership structure, capital structure and liquidity factors. The following model 
is constructed to examine the determinants of foreign share price discount in 
the Chinese stock market.  
 

i11t10t9t8t7t,i6

t,i5t,i4t,i3t,i2t,i10t
SHSEb98Db97Db96Db95DbSTATEb

STATEbOUTBbDIVNIbEPSbTURNABbbDIST
++++++

+++++=
  (3) 

 
where DISTi,t is the B share percentage price discount; TURNBA is the B share 
to A share relative liquidity ratio in %; EPS is the Earning Per Share in RMB 
adjusted for stock splits and rights issues; DivNI is the Dividend Payout Ratio 
which is calculated as Total Dividend divided by Net Income; OUTB is the 
percentage of B shares over the company’s total outstanding shares; STATE is 
the percentage of company shares held by the State or State-owned legal 
persons; DEBT is the percentage debt ratio which is calculated as total debt 
over total assets; D95, D96, D76, and D98 are indicator (dummy) variables of  
years 1995, 1996, 1997 and 1998, respectively; and SHSE is an indicator 
variable for companies traded in Shanghai Stock Exchange.  
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Table 6: Cross-sectional time series regression for B share percentage price 
discount 
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   The cross-sectional time series regression estimates of Equation 3 based 
on annual data from 1994 to 1998 for the thirty companies are reported in Table 
6. The four year indicators (1995, 1996, 1997 and 1998) all have significantly 
positive relationship with the foreign share price percentage discount, 
suggesting higher level of share discount in 1995-1998 than that in 1994. The 
dramatic annual fluctuations in foreign share discount can be partly explained 
by volatility in Chinese government market intervention policies, time series 
variations in foreign exchange rates, and changes in overseas stock market 
relative performance (such as the US and HK stock markets). In addition, the 
SHSE indicator has a significant coefficient of 13.92, which indicates that B 
share percentage discount at SHSE is on average 13.92% higher than the 
discount at SZSE for companies with the same financial strength. Since B 
shares are traded by foreign investors in US dollars on SHSE and HK dollars 
on SZSE, most SZSE B share investors are Hong Kong residents/mutual funds 
who know more about Chinese local policies and company information than 
SHSE B share investors and hence, price the B shares at a smaller discount 
than the SHSE B shares. 

Consistent with our expectation, the coefficient of Earning Per Share 
(EPS) is negative and highly significant, indicating that lower Earning Per Share 
is associated with higher B share price percentage discount. EPS accounts for 
31% of the regression explanatory power at SZSE. This significant negative 
relationship between B share percentage price discount and company earnings 
shows that foreign investors tend to react more strongly to weakness in the 
listed company’s ability to generate earnings. The earnings of listed companies 
have deteriorated during the sample period, with the cross-sectional  median 
EPS (adjusted for stock splits and rights issues) ranging from 0.250 RMB in 
1994, 0.156 RMB in 1995, 0.145 in RMB in 1996, 0.100 RMB in 1997, to 0.07 
RMB in 1998. Unlike Chinese domestic investors, foreign investors place 
stronger emphasis on the listed company's current earnings. In addition, this 
stronger emphasis on earnings valuation by B share investors might be due to 
the differences in accounting earnings reported to A and B share investors.  
Chen, Gul and Su (1999) examined the difference between earnings based on 
Chinese GAAP (released to A share investors) and those based on 
International Accounting Standard – IAS (released to B share investors). They 
found that earnings under the Chinese GAAP are on average 20-30% higher 
than those reported under the IAS. In summary, the observed significant 
negative relationship between company earnings and B share percentage price 
discount may be explained by difference in accounting standards, difference in 
perception of Chinese stock markets’ political and policy risks, and the resulted 
difference in sensitivity to company’s current ability to generate earnings.   

However, the DivNI (dividend payout ratio) does not appear to have 
additional explanatory power beyond company earnings. The DivNI coefficient 
is insignificant and only accounts for 0.22% of the regression's explanatory 
power. The cross-sectional median of dividend payout ratio (see Table 5) 
evolved from 12% in 1997, 35% in 1995, 28% in 1996, to 0 in 1997 and 1998. 
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The decrease in dividend payout ratio for Chinese companies in recent years 
was accompanied by an increase in the use of stock dividends (or bonus 
issues). It appears that the degree of dividend payout does not have significant 
impact on the B share percentage price discount. 

B shares are traded far less frequently than A shares, which leads to a 
substantially lower B share turnover ratio. We include the B share relative 
liquidity ratio (TURNBA= B share turnover ratio/A Share Turnover Ratio*100%) 
in the regression to see whether companies with higher B share relative 
liquidity ratio are associated with lower B share percentage price discount.  Our 
results indicate a negative but insignificant relationship between TURNBA and 
B share percentage price discount. The size of long-term foreign share 
percentage discount does not appear to be affected by the B share relative 
liquidity ratio.   

In addition, the debt ratio (DEBT), which measures a company's capital 
structure, has a significantly negative regression coefficient, which suggests 
that companies with higher leverage are associated with lower B share 
percentage price discounts. Theories and empirical evidence regarding the 
effect of capital structure on the value of US firms are mixed. On one hand, it is 
argued that issuing bonds can lower the cost of capital, avoid equity dilution 
due to issuance of additional common stocks, and hence, increase the value of 
the firm. On the other hand, it is suggested that bankruptcy costs may increase 
as a result of the increasing use of risky debt. In China, companies mostly 
obtain external financing through borrowing from State banks or issuing bonds 
to employees and other investors. On average, B share investors’ favorable 
valuation of higher leveraged Chinese listed firms might be due to relatively low 
bankruptcy rate associated with Chinese State-owned enterprises.  However, 
the capital structure as measured by the debt ratio only contributes to 1.33% of 
the regression explanatory power in the full sample.  

To examine the impact of ownership structure on the B share percentage 
price discount, we include STATE (percentage of company shares held by the 
State or State-owned legal persons) and OUTB (percentage of B shares over 
the company’s total outstanding shares) in equation 3. Both coefficients are 
positive and significant in the full sample, with STATE contributing to 2.88% of 
the regression explanatory power, and OUTB contributing to 15.2% of the 
regression explanatory power. Chinese government maintains a controlling 
stake of the listed company through direct ownership by the State or indirect 
ownership by State-owned legal persons, which accounts for an average 53% 
of listed company shares in 1998. A higher State ownership could result in 
more government intervention in the listed company's managerial decisions and 
hence, creates potential conflict of interests between and the State and public 
shareholders. Therefore, foreign investors have negative reaction to companies 
with higher State ownership, which is consistent with our empirical finding that 
State ownership percentage and B share percentage price discount are 
positively related. Since State-owned shares cannot be traded in the market, 
company's outstanding shares only consist of non-State public A shares and B 
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shares. OUTB indicates the number of B shares as a percentage of the 
company's total outstanding shares, which is about 66% in 1998.  Since most B 
shareholders are offshore, only non-State public A shareholders will be able to 
monitor and participate in managerial decision making process of the listed 
company on a regular basis. Therefore, we observe a positive relationship 
between OUTB and B share percentage price discount, suggesting that a 
higher percentage of offshore public share ownership be related to lower 
protection for the public shareholders' interests. In summary, the ownership 
structure of Chinese company has significant impact on corporate controls and 
managerial decisions, and hence affects B share percentage price discount.      

 
V.  SUMMARY 

 
This study investigates the short-run dynamic transmission of information flow 
between Chinese A and B shares for the period January 1994 to May 1999. 
The analysis is carried out using a bivariate GARCH framework that jointly 
models the first and second moments of stock returns from both share classes.  
We find significant cross-market return transmissions (first moment 
interactions) and volatility spillovers (second moment interactions) between the 
two share classes. The first and second moment spillover parameter estimates 
indicate that information flow transmissions from B to A shares are stronger 
than the transmissions from A to B shares, which implies that B shares 
incorporate information (especially company fundamental analysis) more 
quickly and more precisely than A shares, and as a result, A share investors 
may extract better quality information from the pricing implications of B shares. 
To a lesser extent, B share investors also extract information from A share 
prices, given that the A shares respond faster to certain news (such as Chinese 
government intervention policies). However, the A B share cross-market 
volatility spillover coefficients are much lower than their own-market volatility 
persistence coefficients, indicating weak information transmission and 
segmentation between the Chinese A and B share markets. 

In light of the limited information transmission and the large price 
difference between the domestic & foreign share classes in the Chinese stock 
markets, we further formulate an empirical model to capture the financial 
determinants of long-term foreign share discount.  We examine the relationship 
between annual B share percentage price discount and the listed company’s 
fundamental financial variables, including measures of company earnings, 
dividend payout, ownership structure, and capital structure. Our results show a 
significant negative relationship between B share percentage price discount 
and company earnings, suggesting that foreign investors tend to react more 
strongly to weakness in the listed company’s ability to generate earnings.  
Furthermore, our results indicate that companies with higher financial leverage 
are associated with lower B share percentage price discount. In addition, a 
higher State ownership could result in more government intervention in the 
listed company's managerial decisions and hence, results in a positive 
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relationship with B share percentage price discount. Due to its important 
implications for corporate controls and managerial decisions, ownership 
structure has significant effect on the B share percentage price discount.  
However, dividend payout ratio does not appear to have additional explanatory 
power for the B share percentage price discount after considering the 
company's earnings, capital structure and ownership structure. 

The findings of this study shed new light on the dynamic information 
transmission across markets with ownership restrictions and the financial 
determinants of long-term foreign share price discount. 
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NOTES 
 
1. Besides A and B shares listed in China, Chinese companies can list "H" 

shares at Stock Exchange of Hong Kong and "N" shares at New York Stock 
Exchange upon approval by the State.  

2.  See Glosten and Milgrom (1985) and Easley and O’Hara (1991). 
3.  State-owned A shares are sometimes referred to as C shares. 
4. The B share percentage price discount DISTi,t from A share in year t for 

company i is calculated as (1-PRICE_Bi,t /PRICE_A i,t)*100%, where the B 
share annual closing price has been converted to RMB using the 
corresponding exchange rate at the end of year t. 
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